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Business Overview

The Company and its subsidiaries engage in core businesses, which
are residential development projects.

Business Highlight

Quarter 2/22 is likely to recover from the pandemic crisis of Covid-
19. However, there it must still face the impact of both oil prices
and rising inflation, which affects the cost of living. The cost of
goods and building materials has increased. All these factors affect
the ability to buy and invest in real estate. The public and private
sectors are working together to provide stimulus to make it more
conducive to buying and selling such as the reduction of ownership
transfer costs and mortgage costs for both new and second-hand
homes, as well as the temporary relaxation of BOT on mortgage
control measures (LTV). It's an important factor that makes it
easier for consumers to make decisions. However, the company has
adjusted its business plan according to the situation regarding the
various marketing plans to stimulate sales in order to accelerate
the drainage of inventories as much as possible by also increasing
its online sales channels, and the company remains focused on
cost management to have the most cost-effectiveness.

Performance and Analysis 6M/2022

6M22 6M21 2021 2020

Income Statement (MB)

Revenues 1,195.97 1,170.76 2,136.67 1,643.32

Expenses 1,052.56 1,061.03 1,956.88 1,678.82

Net Profit (Loss) 96.33 49.77 70.13 120.44

Balance Sheet (MB)

Assets 6,423.00 6,516.04 6,760.27 6,683.01

Liabilities 4,451.23 4,632.04 4,855.90 4,822.13

Shareholders' Equity 1,971.78 1,884.00 1,904.37 1,860.88

Cash Flow (MB)

Operating 282.54 409.46 731.87 55.98

Investing -55.93 -17.43 -88.24 395.60

Financing -585.07 -374.22 -189.33 -428.53

Financial Ratio

EPS (Baht) 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.10

GP Margin (%) 28.48 25.58 26.24 20.78

NP Margin (%) 8.05 4.25 3.28 7.33

D/E Ratio (x) 2.26 2.46 2.55 2.59

ROE (%) 6.05 11.56 3.73 6.69

ROA (%) 3.27 1.28 2.52 -0.72

Business Performance Summary

The company and its subsidiaries had a total revenue amount of
1,195.96 million baht, For the three-month period, the amount
increased to 889.25 million baht, an increase of 344.73 million
baht or 63.31%. This was mostly due to the transfer of ownership
for 12 high-rise projects, amount of 577.76 million baht, or
64.97% of total revenue, and 7 low-rise projects, amount of
302.40 million baht, or 34.01 million baht for each project. This
results in a comprehensive net profit for the company and
subsidiaries for the period of 100.43 million baht.

Key Milestones

Q2'22, the company began to transfer ownership and recognize
revenues from the Chewathai Pinklao project, which has a total
project value of 1,587 million baht.

Business Plan

Continues to develop a wide range of residential products at
strategic locations./ Diligently explores merger and acquisition
opportunities for all fields of real estate. /Plans to start housing
developments in major provincial./ Constantly seeks opportunities
to joint-venture with partners./ Balance its revenue portfolio condo
50% housing 40% and recurring income 5%

Sustainable Development Plan

The company places importance on social and environmental
responsibility. Sustainable development coupled with conducting
business under the framework of good corporate governance.
Create value from the perspective of the company and all
stakeholders.

Risk Management Policy

The slowdown in the domestic economy caused by external and
internal factors affects the demand for purchase and delays the
purchase decision/condominiums in Bangkok where there is
oversupply in some areas. Therefore, the company focuses on
acquiring potential land by studying the market conditions and
consumer demand / increasing household and personal debt,
causing consumers who are interested in buying homes may not be
able to borrow money from financial institutions. Yes/ New
government and regulatory policies that may affect the real estate
market/ project delays caused by external factors such as
regulatory licenses. problems of contractors or others.

Recent Awards and Recognitions

2021 Excellent CG Scoring (IOD)/ Excellent AGM Assessments
Program 2021 (TIA)/ Declaration of intention via CAC and Certified
by CAC/ SET Awards 2021 Business Excellence Outstanding
Investor Relations Awards.

Revenue Structure

Income from condominium 65.64%

Income from housing 34.36%
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as of 30/06/22 CHEWA PROPCON mai

P/E (X) 26.55 - 50.98

P/BV (X) 0.50 4.09 3.11

Dividend yield (%) 3.45 0.38 1.26

30/06/22 30/12/21 30/12/20

Market Cap (MB) 956.27 1,313.28 650.26

Price (B/Share) 0.75 1.03 0.51

P/E (X) 26.55 34.72 5.93

P/BV (X) 0.50 0.70 0.35

CG Report:

Company Rating:

Major Shareholders as of 12/04/2022

CHARTCHEWA CO.,LTD. (67.64%)

MRS. JAROONLAK PANICHEWA (5.71%)

MR. NARONGSAK MITRIPOT (1.46%)

MR. PISUN SIRISUKSAKULCHAI (1.04%)

MISS NARISA PHINICHKUSOLCHIT (0.80%)

Others (23.35%)

Company Information and Contact

http://www.chewathai.com

ir@chewathai.com

0-2679-8870-3

1168/80 Lumpini Tower 27th Floor., Unit D, Rama IV Road,
Kwaeng Tungmahamek, Khet Sathorn Bangkok 10120

Other Trading Info. :
https://www.settrade.com/C04_01_stock_quote_p1.jsp?
txtSymbol=CHEWA

Remarks: This document is prepared by the listed company and aimed to disseminate the listed company’s information to investors for only investment decision support. The listed company does not give investment advice or recommendation regarding the listed company’s securities. Before making investment
decisions, investors should study additional information and seek advice from relevant professionals. In no event shall the listed company be responsible for any loss or damage arising from the use of the information contained herein. The listed company reserves the right to amend the content specified in this
document without prior notice. Unless otherwise permitted by the listed company, copy, modification, or dissemination of this document or the content contained herein is prohibited. In case there is any questions regarding the listed company’s information, the investors may seek for additional information
from the report or information which the listed company has disclosed through the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s and/or the Stock Exchange of Thailand’s channel.
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